Chefs to diners: Plenty of other
fish in the sea besides salmon,
tuna and other staples
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12 downtown blocks, one Super party

Sales
of rare
autos
climb
Valley auctions
bring in $293M

AP

President Barack Obama’s
address touted a resurgent
economy and floated big
goals, including new aid for
college and child care.
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Rare cars all but flew
off the lots last week, with
nearly $300 million in
sales at vintage-auto auctions in Scottsdale and
around the Valley.
The results continued
what has been a strong
stretch for rare cars,
which have benefited
from greater affluence
among the rich as upscale
investors seek to spread
their wealth among different investment areas.
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Joseph Harris, 15, photographs his mother, Willye Harris, by a Super Bowl sculpture in downtown Phoenix.
Instead, the president
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